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To the Editor:

Re Manuscript: 1267562813328146

We have corrected the manuscript for the copy editor as requested. In order to accurately determine the reading we have removed the track changes.

The following changes have occurred from the accepted version:

1. Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as it is in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is ?First name Initial Last name? (e.g. Joe F Bloggs). Please separate the list of authors from the list of affiliations.

Reply: We have set out the authors as required and separated from the affiliations.

2. Manuscript: this manuscript does not have the correct structure. Please reformat it to use these headings:

Reply: We have added a Conclusion title. Also, formatted into correct structure

Minor Revisions:

1. Authors E-mails

Reply: Have separated out the emails as requested on title page

2. Authors contributions

Reply: Formatted as paragraph as recommended

3. References before full stop

Reply: Have corrected all references in manuscript before full stops.

4. References:

Reply: Have removed et al and listed all authors as suggested. Also, removed duplicate references and made appropriate changes to manuscript.

5. Figure in manuscript

Reply: Have deleted figure 1 from manuscript and will upload it separately

6. Typography
Reply: We have removed track changes and removed excess full stops and capitals. Final version returned for your review.

Thankyou and please contact me if any further changes are needed

Graeme Forrest